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MIDCENTURY FRENCH GILT METAL THREE-LIGHT LANTERN WITH
SCROLLING EFFECTS, WIRED

$1,150
A French gilt metal lantern from the mid 20th century with three lights, scrolling effects and sphere motif. This mid-20th-century
French gilt metal lantern is an embodiment of timeless elegance and refined craftsmanship. Its design features three gracefully
curving arms, each holding a light fixture, while delicate scrolling effects gracefully encircle them. The airy and open structure

of this lantern imparts a sense of lightness and sophistication, allowing the warm glow of the lights to dance and play with
shadows, creating a captivating ambiance. Professionally rewired for use in the USA, it seamlessly combines classic aesthetics
with modern functionality. A central sphere motif unites the three lights, adding a harmonious focal point to the design. This

lantern is not merely a source of illumination; it's a work of art that elevates any space it graces. In your home, this French gilt
metal lantern can be a statement piece in various settings. Suspended in a grand foyer, it welcomes guests with a touch of

opulence. Hung above a dining table, it bathes your meals in a soft, flattering glow, making gatherings with loved ones even
more memorable. Imagine it in a living room, where its exquisite design becomes a conversation starter and a symbol of your

appreciation for beauty and craftsmanship. Its versatile charm also allows it to enhance outdoor spaces, such as covered patios
or gazebos, where it adds an element of refinement to alfresco dining and relaxation. This French gilt metal lantern isn't just a
lighting fixture; it's a testament to your discerning taste and appreciation for the finer things in life. It's a piece that transcends

time and trends, making it a valuable addition to your home's decor. Let its warm radiance and elegant presence transform your
living spaces into places of enduring beauty and sophistication.

Height: 20.75 in (52.71 cm)

Width: 12 in (30.48 cm)

Depth: 12 in (30.48 cm)

SKU: A 4680
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